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MILES is a parisian songwriter, swinging electric & acoustic guitar, piano and loops. His
second album was called « I Miss Boredom ». But passion and intensity defines Miles
Oliver, folk songwriter of a nouveau genre. Before singing his dreamy, dark et haunting
melodies, the Parisian troubadour played a lot of rock and hardcore. And his music has
kept its energy, tension and emergency. One band itself!
An alchemy between lo-fi rock, sad folk and poetry that makes you think about Bonnie
Prince Billy, Sonic Youth and Troy Von Balthazar.
He played more than 200 shows in USA, France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Spain,
Switzerland, Poland, Czech Republik .
He shared stage with Scout Niblett, Shannon Wright, Troy Von Balthazar, King Dude,
Francois Virot, Jonah Matranga and House Of Wolves..
His first LP “Breathe” is out November 2014, his second LP "I Miss Boredom" is out
March 2016.
His third LP “Color Me” is released in November 2018 on MICROCULTURES and
ATYPEEK MUSIC

« Color Me »
10 indie folk shoegaze songs
Recorded by Benoit Cylens (Orval Carlos Sibelius, Térébenthine)

'SPACESHIP' video

'SATURDAZE' video

'SEASIDE REPORT' video

LINKS:
facebook
bandcamp
milesoliver.net
spotify
deezer

PRESS
« A magnifient chill, as the cold beauty is overwhelming your ears. A certain charm »
Longueur d’Ondes
« Brilliant words as charming as Bonnie « Prince » Billy or Troy van Balthazar. An album
rich of conviction and emotions » Les Oreilles Curieuses
« Miles is delivering a perfect work that should please Sonic Youth and Swell’s fans » Soul
Kitchen
« Miles Oliver’s voice is getting better with time…his songwriting also» Noyzin
« We have to enjoy simple pleasures, especially when they are defended with elegancy »
Magic RPM
« One great minimalist intensity» Indie Rock Mag
« A kind of french Vic Chesnutt with a hoarse voice and divine dark universe » Olivier
Peel
« We are surprised by listening endlessly to the album of an emerging artist » POPNews

